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1.

Administrative details of the Case for Endorsement

Refer to Attachment A for the title and code for each of the training package components that are
submitted for approval, and an indication of whether these are updated (including equivalence or nonequivalence status), new or deleted products
1.1 Case for Change details
This Case for Endorsement (CfE) encompasses Training Package development activity proposed in
the 2020 Gas Industry Skills Forecast.
Activity Order reference: AIS/TPD/2020-21/001
Activity Start Date: 26 August 2020

Activity Finish Date: 30 June 2021

On 26 August 2020, the Commonwealth, through the Department of Education and Training,
executed an Activity Order with Australian Industry Standards (AIS) for UEG Gas Industry
Training Package review and development work.
This Case for Endorsement (CfE) finalises UEG Gas Industry Training Package review and
development work undertaken through the Activity Order.
On behalf of the Gas Industry Reference Committee (IRC) and in accordance with the Activity
Order, this CfE covers:
•

Revision of three existing qualifications

•

Revision of 18 existing Units of Competency

•

Development of 14 new Units of Competency

•

Development of three new Skillsets

Data Loggers
The initial scope of this project was to develop five new Units of Competency. During the course
ofdevelopment work, the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) identified the need to review three
additional existing Units of Competency for working with metering units. On 2 December 2020,
the request for review of three additional existing Units of Competency was approved. The new
Units of Competency have been added as electives in Certificate II, III and IV of Gas Supply
Operations. In total, this project has developed five new Units of Competency and reviewed three
existing Units of Competency.
Hydrogen Gas Technology
The initial scope of this project was to develop six new Units of Competency, three new skills sets
and review ten existing Units of Competency. During the course of development work, the
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) identified the need to review three additional existing Units
of Competency for commissioning distribution and transmission pipelines and constructing and
laying polyethylene distribution mains. On 10 February 2021, the request for review of three
additional existing Units of Competency was approved. The new Units of Competency have been
added as electives in Certificate II, III and IV of Gas Supply Operations. In total, this project has
developed six new Units of Competency and three new Skillsets and reviewed 13 existing Units of
Competency.

Storage and Reinjection of Gas
In total, this project has developed three new Units of Competency for working in
underground and above ground storage facilities and reviewed two existing Units of
Competency. The new Units of Competency have been added as electives in Certificate III and IV
of Gas Supply Operations. These Units of Competency for underground storage have also been
drafted to allow for contextualisation for Carbon Capture Storage which are designed to help
accelerate Australia’s decarbonisation.
As a result of inclusion of the new Units of Competency, three existing qualifications have been
recoded and included in this Case for Endorsement.
As part of training package maintenance, three additional Units of Competency have been updated
to include the current prerequisites. These Units of Competency will be marked with asterisks (*)
in the Attachment A.
1.2 Timeframes and delays
The projects were delivered in accordance with the agreed timeframe.

2.

Changes to training products and how these will meet the needs of
industry

Refer to Attachment B for information on how the proposed updates to qualifications will better
support job roles in industry.
Data Loggers
Data logger usage within the Australian Gas Supply industry has been growing exponentially over
the last five years, with a vast array of instrument manufacturing companies entering the
Australian market. With the operating platform for data recording technology being standardised
across utilities, there is growing need for data loggers being appropriately qualified to install,
disconnect and reconnect these systems.
The Units of Competency for Data Loggers include skills and knowledge for working with data
logging equipment as well metering units, incorporating new technologies in remote operations
and data analysis. These Units of Competency may also be used in contextualisation by the Water
Industry for its data capturing activities.
The new and revised Units of Competency will enable broader learning, upskilling or reskilling for
those who are changing job roles within the Gas industry or across industry sectors.
Hydrogen Gas Technology
Australia’s target to reduce emissions will see the energy sector collectively facing significant
challenges to achieve this target. One technology being considered is the inclusion of hydrogen in
regular gas supply. Hydrogen trials are already underway in Australia to produce hydrogen using
renewable energy and inject it into the gas networks. International and Australian trials of this
emerging technology have indicated significant success in reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
The existing Units of Competency for Hydrogen have been reviewed and updated to allow use and
contextualisation for working with Hydrogen as well as other gases. The review ensured coverage

of skills and knowledge for working in transmission and distribution networks, including
preparing a safe design, coordination, construction, and commissioning activities along the
pipelines. The new Units of Competency address the skills needed for working safely with
hydrogen, monitoring hydrogen in the distribution networks, blended with other gases, routine
and non-routine operations of hydrogen storage and commissioning and operating electrolysers.
The revised materials enable the workforce to be trained using nationally recognised training
products and allows importation by other industry sectors working with hydrogen energy.
Storage and Reinjection of Gas
Gas storage plays a crucial role in balancing supply and demand in most gas consuming countries.
Gas is injected into storage during periods of low demand and withdrawn from storage during
periods of peak demand. Gas storage has an economic importance mainly during winter periods or
at times of high demand when gas price increases.
The Units of Competency for Storage and Reinjection of Gas have been developed for use with
natural gas and to allow contextualisation for Carbon Capture Storage to help accelerate
Australia’s decarbonisation.

3.

Stakeholder consultation strategy

Refer to Attachment C for:
•

list of stakeholders that actively participated in consultation on the project

•

summary feedback provided by stakeholder type and the IRCs response to this feedback

•

summary of issues raised during stakeholder consultation and the IRCs response to these
issues

3.1 Identification of stakeholders
At the start of each project, AIS opened expressions of interest for those wanting to participate on
the Technical Advisory Committees (TAC), via email update to general subscribers. AIS
approached enterprises, and stakeholders identified through forums, seminars and other various
engagement activities. AIS also sought nominations from members of the Gas IRC. Industry
stakeholders from across all sectors of the Gas Supply industry covering most states and
territories were represented in either the TAC or the IRC in relation to these projects.
Furthermore, AIS invited nominees from Construction, Plumbing and Services industry to
participate on the TAC for the Hydrogen Gas Technology project due to its close association with
potential uses of hydrogen.
3.2 Strategies for engaging stakeholders
Throughout the development, AIS used the following communications strategies to ensure relevant stakeholders were consulted:
•

Phone, video/teleconference meetings and emails to key gas industry stakeholders

•

IRC member communications to their relevant industry networks using various methods

•

Establishment of a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) from industry to validate the
changes being made to the training products

•

Emails to State and Territory Training Authorities (STAs) and VET regulators

•

Email alerts on project progress to stakeholders providing project information (398 registered subscribers to the UEG Gas Industry Training Package).

•

Formal feedback was received from 13 stakeholders for the three projects, representing enterprises, state government bodies, training organisations and State Training Authorities.

As part of the AIS communication strategy, key industry stakeholders’ views were sought, and all
feedback presented to the TAC during initial drafting, redrafting and finalisation of products.
Stakeholder feedback was considered and discussed with TAC members and all decisions made at
TAC meetings were documented. In addition, the AIS communication strategy entailed keeping all
key industry stakeholders regularly informed of the expected changes and impacts during the
consultation periods.
TAC engagement activities started from September 2020 and finished in March 2021. Public
consultation periods were:
Storage and Reinjection of Gas
•

16 December 2020 – 27 January 2021

•

4 February 2021 – 19 February 2021

Hydrogen Gas Technology
•

14 December 2020 – 29 January 2021

•

15 February 2021 – 3 March 2021

Data Loggers
•

30 November 2020 – 15 January 2021

•

4 February 2021 – 19 February 2021

3.3 Participation by different types of stakeholders
Industry stakeholders represented in the Technical Advisory Committees for the projects, either
came from regional areas across states and jurisdictions, or represented their wider networks
from these areas. These included operators of regional gas storage and processing facilities,
hydrogen plants and distribution networks.

4.

Evidence of industry support

4.1 Industry support

The Gas IRC signed off on this Case for Endorsement on 18/06/21.
Industry support is evidenced by comments received throughout the public consultation and
validation and letters of support.
The letters of support confirm that the draft materials address the skills needs to support
workforce development. These letters of support have been received from a wide range of
industry stakeholders, including enterprises such as ATCO, BOC, Jemena, AGL, training
organisations such as Enertrain and industry associations, such as Energy Skills Queensland,
Plumbing Industry Climate Action Center and H2 Networks, particularly supporting the draft
materials for Hydrogen.
4.2 Engagement of States and Territories
Six State/Territory Training Authorities (STAs) were provided with all draft products and advised
of the opportunity to provide feedback through the AIS website on the CfE over the period:
26/05/2021 to 17/06/2021. Relevant Industry Training Advisory Bodies (ITAB’s) were consulted
throughout the process.
Five STAs provided written support for the Case for Endorsement.
4.3 Mitigation strategies
Key stakeholders are aware of the expected impacts of the Training Package changes. During
public consultation periods, additional information was provided regarding which qualifications
would contain the new Units of Competency. Training providers were consulted to provide their
input around this discussion.
The revised qualifications are equivalent to the ones they supersede. All superseding Units of
Competency are equivalent to those they supersede. Mapping attachments are included in this
release to show what changes have been made to the reviewed Units of Competency.
Prior to this release of the UEG Gas Industry Training Package, 17 Units of Competency and one
qualification have been deleted from the training package in accordance with AISC decision to
remove zero enrolment training products.
4.4 Letters of industry support
Letters of support are provided as part of the submission.

5.

Dissenting views

5.1 Dissenting views/issues raised
Pre-requisite issue and Equivalence – Issue raised by Victorian STA.
•

Missing pre-requisites - MEM05045 Perform pipe welds to code standards using manual
metal arc welding processes has sixteen (16) prerequisites but only two (2) are available as
electives. This requires 420 hours of additional training not provided for in the training
package to utilise this elective unit; impacting delivery as it is unlikely any RTO will use it.
This impacts the direction of Skills Ministers to remove unused products. Addressing the
current issue through a further Case for Change contributes to churn.

•

Disagreement with the determination of Equivalence – changes to the packaging rules
eventuates in outcomes (via units) not able to be mapped. (See 6. Report by Exception)

5.2 Rationale for approval
Regarding the issue of MEM units, the IRC has noted this as an area of work which required further
examination. The IRC has submitted a Case for Change to review qualifications and Units of
Competency to ensure that they incorporate these new technologies, work practices and regulatory
requirements. This work will include a review of all imported Units of Competency, including MEM
units.
The IRC has determined the proposed changes meet the needs of industry and do not change the
workplace outcome; therefore, equivalency is maintained.

6.

Reports by exception

“The Victorian STA retains the position that the TPP Policy determines equivalence not only on occupation outcome but also on the mapping of skills and knowledge. It is also unacceptable to include an
elective without regard or inclusion of the necessary pre-requisites and assessing this issue via an additional Case for Change contributes to the churn in products and burden on RTOs and learners.”
Unimplementable products – Report by Exception
• Performance evidence requirements do not meet the Template/Standards. They should specify
the relationship between the product and process evidence and the performance criteria. For
example, UEGNS901 Apply safety practices, procedures, and compliance standards for handling
hydrogen gas includes “Applying effective atmospheric testing techniques” in the Performance
Evidence but has not been included in the Performance Criteria or the Knowledge Evidence of
the unit:
o It is not acceptable to insert new and unrelated evidence requirements that are not
linked to Performance Criteria and have no supporting Knowledge Evidence requirement. The skill cannot be demonstrated, and evidence cannot be gathered from the
learner where requirements are not reflected in performance criteria. Performance
and Knowledge Evidence should reflect Performance Criteria, but this has not occurred.
o Applying effective atmospheric testing techniques is not covered by “relevant WHS policies and procedures including hazard identification and risk assessment control techniques to monitor implemented control measures”. The requirement to “apply” something must be explicitly provided for in the Performance Criteria and not inferred.

7.

Mandatory Workplace Requirements

Refer to Attachment D for a list of the units of competency, the MWR, the rationale for this, and
evidence of employer support for this requirement.
There are no mandatory workplace requirements in the Training Package products developed in
this Case for Endorsement.

8.

Implementation of the new training packages

8.1 Implementation issues
Potential implementation issues lie in setting up simulated environments for the learning and
assessment process. It is considered that workplaces or in-the-field environments would be the
best scenario for learning, however not all RTOs can accommodate these environments. Therefore,
having a relationship with enterprises to allow access to networks for workplace learning is
crucial. Setting up a simulated environment could be costly and not all RTOs can provide the
required learning environment due to technological changes and requirements.
All superseding Units of Competency in Release 3.0 are equivalent to those they supersede. The
qualifications included in this Case for Endorsement are recoded due to addition of new Units of
Competency, but they are all equivalent to the qualifications they supersede.
8.2 Potential for traineeship or apprenticeships
The qualifications and the associated Units of Competency included in this Case for Endorsement
may be used as the basis for an apprenticeship. This is dependent on factors such as funding
agreements and availability in each state or territory.
8.3 Occupational and licensing requirements
There are no licensing requirements contained in the revised qualifications and Units of
Competency, or in the new Skill Set and Units of Competency.
8.4 Extension to transition period
Where the need for an extension to the transition period is identified for training products that are
the subject of this Case for Endorsement, the SSO will apply to the relevant regulator for an
extension to transition, to mitigate the identified impact on other training products,
particular student cohorts or industry business needs
No extension to the transition period is requested.

9.

Quality Assurance

The Case for Endorsement meets the following requirements:
o

Standards for Training Packages 2012

✓

o

Training Package Products Policy

✓

o

Training Package Development and Endorsement Process Policy

✓

o

Companion Volume Implementation Guide is available and quality assured.

✓

Copies of quality assurance reports are included in Attachment F.

10. Implementation of the Minister’s priorities in training packages
Refer to Attachment E for information on no enrolment and low enrolment qualifications
reviewed as part of this project, and the outcomes of this review (i.e. product proposed for
deletion or retention). Attachment D also includes the rationale for retaining no and/or low
enrolment products when this is the proposal.
Please include an explanation of how approval of the proposed training products will support the
reform priorities for training packages agreed by skills ministers in November 2015 and October 2020:

Streamlining/rationalisation
of training products

All three projects developed new content to address the skills needs
identified in the Gas Industry: Data Loggers, Hydrogen and Storage
and Reinjection of Gas. The new units developed were included in the
existing Certificate II, III and IV of Gas Supply Industry Operations
because they support the skill development needs of occupations
covered by these qualifications.
All three projects reviewed associated existing Units of Competency
to ensure alignment with current industry needs and practices. For
Storage and Reinjection of Gas project, the Gas IRC agreed to import
an existing Unit of Competency from the PMA Training Package PMAOPS346 - Operate and troubleshoot liquefaction process for use
in conjunction with the native Gas Training Package Units of
Competency.
The proposed new Units of Competency and Skill Sets were
specifically designed to address the skill needs for all the three
projects in the Case for Endorsement (Storage and Reinjection of Gas,
Hydrogen, Data Loggers). All these three projects contain new
technologies and practices in the Gas Industry, which have not been
addressed previously.
These projects will add 14 new Units of Competency and three new
Skill Sets to the Gas Training Package.

Ensure that more
information about industry’s
expectations of training
delivery is available to
training providers to improve
their delivery and to
consumers to enable more
informed course choices

Throughout the revision and development of the Units of Competency
and Skill Sets, industry’s expectation was to ensure flexible delivery
was available to enable all industry sub‐sectors to utilise the
qualifications and Units of Competency.

Ensure the training system
better supports individuals to
move more easily between
related occupations

Qualifications within the UEG Gas Industry Training Package do not
contain entry requirements, thus there are no barriers for learners
wanting to take up qualifications at different levels. Each qualification
contains a broad range of skills and knowledge, both native and
imported Units of Competency. This allows those coming from
different industry sub-sectors to gain the qualifications and move to
different roles within the industry. A huge effort has been made to
minimise pre-requisites in the UEG Gas Industry training package,
leaving the majority of the Units of Competency free from them.

Improve the efficiency of the
training system by creating
units that can be owned and
used by multiple industry
sectors

The new Units of Competency for Hydrogen Gas technology can be
used by the plumbing, manufacturing, electrotechnology industries
and other industries wanting to work with Hydrogen. The new Units
of Competency for Data Loggers can be used by the Water Industry.
The new Units of Competency for Storage and Reinjection of Gas can
be used by the gas processing and manufacturing industry.

It is also expected that the outcomes delivered will address industry
job role expectations and compliance with regulatory requirements.
The UEG Gas Training Package CVIG describes additional
requirements applicable to the learner’s characteristics and describes
industry’s expectations for training delivery.

Foster greater recognition of
Three new skill sets for Hydrogen Gas Technology were developed in
skill sets and work with
consultation with subject matter experts and industry. These skill sets
industry to support their
provide pathways to gaining qualifications and/or in addition to
implementation
having achieved the qualifications.

11. A link to the full content of the proposed training package component(s)
The AISC should be provided with a link to the full, developed training package component(s) to be
approved under the Case for Endorsement.
A link to the training package components proposed for endorsement is included here.

This Case for Endorsement was agreed to by the Gas IRC

Name of Chair

Mike Broomhead

Signature of Chair

Date

24/06/2021

Attachment A: Training products submitted for approval
Please set out in the table below, the training products submitted for approval, including showing whether this is an updated, new or deleted
product.
Training Product Name

Type

For existing products, For updated products, rationale for
equivalence/nonequivalence/non-equivalence status
equivalence
status

Qualifications
UEG20121 Certificate II in Gas Supply Industry
Operations

Equivalent

New Units of Competency added to General
Elective groups and superseded Units of
Competency updated. Occupational outcome has
not changed

Equivalent

New Units of Competency added to General
Elective groups and superseded Units of
Competency updated. Occupational outcome has
not changed

Equivalent

New Units of Competency added to General
Elective groups and superseded Units of
Competency updated. Occupational outcome has
not changed

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Updated

UEG30121 Certificate III in Gas Supply Industry
Operations

Updated

UEG40221 Certificate IV in Gas Supply Industry
Operations

Updated

Units of competency
Hydrogen Gas
UEGNSG102 Prepare safe design specifications of a gas Technology
system

Updated

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

UEGNSG205 Commission or decommission gas
distribution pipelines

UEGNSG206 Construct and lay copper and stainless
steel gas distribution pipelines

UEGNSG208 Construct and lay large copper gas
distribution pipelines

UEGNSG209 Construct and lay polyethylene gas
distribution mains

UEGNSG211 Construct and lay steel gas distribution
pipelines

UEGNSG214 Coordinate and conduct gas distribution
pipeline repair and modifications

UEGNSG215 Coordinate construction, laying and
testing of gas distribution pipelines

UEGNSG303 Carry out transmission pipeline
construction work activities

UEGNSG304 Commission or decommission gas
transmission pipelines
UEGNSG307 Coordinate the operation of relevant
plant and equipment for transmission pipeline
construction

UEGNSG309 Coordinate transmission pipeline
construction operations

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Updated

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Hydrogen Gas
UEGNSG316 Work in proximity of transmission pipeline Technology
construction plant and equipment

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

UEGNSG313 Monitor and operate flow control,
pressure measuring and regulating devices for gas
transmission

Storage and
Reinjection of Gas

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

UEGNSG509 Remotely monitor and operate gas
transmission flow and pressure measuring and
regulating devices

Storage and
Reinjection of Gas

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Data Loggers

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Data Loggers

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Data Loggers

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

Updated

Equivalent

Occupational outcome has not changed

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

UEGNSG702 Disconnect and reconnect small capacity
gas meters

UEGNSG709 Process meter reading information using
appropriate technology

UEGNSG710 Read and record meter readings
UEGNSG103 Install and commission stationary gas
fuelled turbine engines*

UEGNSG230 First on site response to gas pipeline
emergencies*

UEGNSG317 First response to a gas facility event*
UEGNSG901 Apply safety practices, procedures, and
compliance standards for handling hydrogen gas

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

UEGNSG902 Commission, operate and maintain
electrolysers

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

UEGNSG903 Fault find and repair hydrogen storage
equipment

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

UEGNSG904 Inject hydrogen gas into distribution
networks

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

UEGNSG905 Monitor and control hydrogen in gas
distribution networks

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

UEGNSG906 Undertake routine hydrogen storage
operations

Hydrogen Gas
Technology

UEGNSG306 Control gas processing, storage or
regasification operations in an LNG storage facility

Storage and
Reinjection of Gas

UEGNSG312 Inject gas into underground storage

Storage and
Reinjection of Gas

UEGNSG315 Withdraw gas from underground storage

Storage and
Reinjection of Gas

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

UEGNSG701 Disconnect and reconnect data logging
equipment

Data Loggers

UEGNSG703 Fault find and repair data logging
equipment

Data Loggers

UEGNSG704 Install and commission data logging
equipment

Data Loggers

UEGNSG707 Process data logging information

Data Loggers

UEGNSG715 Use data logging equipment

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

New

This is a new unit. No
equivalent unit.

Data Loggers

Training Package Quality Assurance
Attachment B: How qualification updates support job roles
Please use the table below to demonstrate how the proposed updates to qualifications
will better support job roles
Job role
Gas Pipeline Worker

Qualification

Proposed updates and how these better
support the job role

Certificate II in Gas
Supply Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification and addition of new units will add
competency standards around storage and
reinjection of gas and hydrogen and data
logging. This will support the job role by
incorporating the new technologies and skills
associated with them.

Utilities Industry Worker
(Transmission Laying)

Certificate II in Gas
Supply Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification will add skills and knowledge for
hydrogen for those constructing and laying
transmission pipelines.

Gas Industry Operator
(Support Services)

Certificate III in
Gas Supply
Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification and addition of new units for
data logging will support the job role by
incorporating the new data logging technology
and skills associated with it. This role can
potentially expand to the water industry.

Gas Industry Operator
Certificate III in
(Distribution/Transmission) Gas Supply
Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification will add skills and knowledge for
hydrogen for those
commissioning/decommissioning, repairing,
maintaining and constructing transmission and
distribution pipelines.

Gas Meter Reader

Certificate II in Gas
Supply Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification and addition of new units for
data logging will support the job role by
incorporating the new data logging technology
and skills associated with it. This role can
potentially expand to the water industry.

Gas Pipeline Supervisor

Certificate IV in
Gas Supply
Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification and addition of new units will add
competency standards around storage and
reinjection of gas and hydrogen. This will
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support the supervisory job roles by
incorporating the new technologies and skills
associated with them along the gas pipelines.
Gas Industry Operations
Certificate IV in
Supervisor
Gas Supply
(Transmission/Distribution) Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification and addition of new units will add
competency standards around storage and
reinjection of gas and hydrogen. This will
support the operational job roles by
incorporating the new technologies and skills
associated with them.

Gas Industry Operations
Supervisor
(Storage/Processing)

Certificate IV in
Gas Supply
Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification and addition of new units will add
competency standards around storage and
reinjection of gas. This will support the
operational job roles by incorporating the new
technologies and skills associated with them.

Gas Technical Officer

Diploma of Gas
Supply Industry
Operations

The updates to existing units in this
qualification will add hydrogen skills and
knowledge, particularly around preparing safe
design specifications for hydrogen gas system.
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Attachment C: Stakeholder consultation
List of stakeholders that actively participated in stakeholder consultation for the project:
Name

Organisation

Title

Industry

Shane Lumley

The Deering
Group
Resources
Safety and
Health
Queensland
N/A

Consultant

Engineering Employer
Services
Mining and Statutory Body
Resources

QLD

Trainer

N/A

N/A

Principal Advisor

Joe Calabrese

Magnify
You/Santos
UtiliTrain

Mining and
Resources
Gas

Training
Organisation
Employer
RTO

NSW

Michael Crain

Zinfra

Utilities

Employer

NSW

Tristan
Bodsworth
John Granat

Jemena

MDL Metering
Supervisor
SME

Gas

Employer

NSW

Gas

RTO

VIC

Marshall Holmes

Resources
Safety and
Health
Queensland
Australian
Hydrogen
Council
Gas Energy
Australia/BOC
ATCO Gas

Senior Training
Consultant
Executive
Petroleum
Engineer

Mining and
Resources

Statutory Body

QLD

Chair of
Technical
Committee
Head of
Engineering
Supervisor
Training
Technical Lead
Renewable Gases
Work Practice
Officer
Workforce
Skilling Manager

Gas

Peak Body

National

Gas

Peak Body

Gas

Employer

WA

Gas

Employer

NSW

Gas

Employer

NSW

Energy

Training
Advisory Board

QLD

Engineer - Gas
Distribution
SME

Gas

Employer

NSW

Gas

Employer

NSW

Manager

Education

RTO

VIC

Nancy Norton

Rod Piper
Robert Puckridge

Billy Chan

Kevin Peakman
Michael
Broomhead
Alistair Wardrope

EnerTrain

Jemena

Joji Jacob

Jemena

Sebastian RossHagebaum

Hydrogen
Skills
Australia/ESQ
Jemena

Andrew Walker
Tristan
Bodsworth
Ross Johnstone

Jemena
South West
Institute of
TAFE

Senior Inspector,
Petroleum and
Gas

Manager

Representation
Type

State

QLD

SA
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Name

Organisation

Title

Shane Roulstone

Australian
Workers
Union

Jason van Koll

EnerTrain

National
Organising &
Campaigns
Director
Director

Tony Mansuetto

Downer
Utilities
Australia
ATCO Gas

Dean
Solmundson
Shayne La
Combre

Robert Edwards
Kourosh
Maleklou
Amarnath
Ramaraj

Industry

Representation
Type

State

Union

National

RTO

VIC

Gas Site Manager Gas

Employer

South
Australia

Senior Manager

Gas

Employer

WA

Plumbing
Industry
Climate
Action Centre
H2 Networks

CEO

Plumbing

Peak body

National

Director

Plumbing

Employer

ACT

AGL

Asset Manager

Gas

Employer

NSW

AGL

Operations Team
Leader

Gas

Employer

NSW

Gas

Summary of Feedback by Stakeholder type:
Stakeholder Type

Key Feedback Points

Actions Taken to Address
Feedback

Industry Reference
Committee (IRC)
Representatives

•

Ensure alignment
with industry work
practices and
products are fit for
purpose (Hydrogen)

•

Peak Industry Bodies

•

NA

NA

Employers (Non-IRC)

•

Specific elements are
required around
reservoir
management and
safety checks
(Storage and
Reinjection of Gas)

•

Feedback was discussed
with the TAC, the TAC
agreed to add elements into
the Units of Competency.

•

Some units’
performance criteria,
knowledge and
performance

•

Feedback was discussed
with the TAC, the TAC
revisited and compressed
the new units where
possible, however in

Feedback was responded to
and confirmed that the draft
materials are fit for purpose
and can be used to support
workforce skills
development
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Stakeholder Type

Key Feedback Points

Actions Taken to Address
Feedback

evidence appear long
(Hydrogen)

general the units’ length and
content are considered
appropriate for what they
intend to achieve

•

Ensure that there is a •
coverage of preparing
and transitioning
specification designs
into business-asusual practices
(Hydrogen)

Feedback was discussed
with the TAC, and the TAC
incorporated the feedback
into a reviewed unit of
competency.

Regulators

•

NA

•

NA

Registered Training
Organisations (RTOs)

•

Where possible,
review the need to
use pre-requisites in
existing units
(Hydrogen)

•

Feedback was discussed
with the TAC, the TAC
agreed to remove prerequisites where possible

Training Boards/Other

•

NA

•

NA

State and Territory Training
Authorities (STAs)

•

Query regarding
which qualifications
to contain the new
units of competency
(Data Loggers)

•

Query was discussed with
the TAC and the TAC
identified Cert II, III and IV
of Gas Supply Industry
Operations to contain the
new Units of Competency

•

The use of terms
WHS and OHS may
not be relevant to
some states (Data
Loggers)

•

Feedback discussed with
the TAC, there are some
states that operate under
OHS and in the process of
moving from OHS, therefore
the terms WHS and OHS are
kept in the units to keep
them generic

•

NA

Unions
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Stakeholder Type

Key Feedback Points

Actions Taken to Address
Feedback

Statutory bodies

•

Consider coverage of
checking associated
pipework/system,
e.g. pipework,
electrical connection
and other system
components.
(Hydrogen)

•

Feedback was discussed
with the TAC, and the TAC
agreed to incorporate into
the Units of Competency

•

Consider adding
functional checks of
safety systems
(Hydrogen)

•

Feedback was discussed
with the TAC, and the TAC
agreed to incorporate into
the Units of Competency

Summary of Issues raised during stakeholder consultation
Issue raised

Key Feedback Points

Actions Taken to Address
Feedback

UEGNSG701
Disconnect and
reconnect data logging
equipment

•

The use of terms WHS
and OHS may not be
relevant to some states

•

Feedback discussed with the
TAC, there are some states
that operate under OHS and in
the process of moving from
OHS, therefore the terms WHS
and OHS are kept in the units
to keep them generic

•

Specific elements are
required around
reservoir management
and safety checks

•

Feedback was discussed with
the TAC, the TAC agreed to
add elements into the Units of
Competency.

UEGNSG703 Fault find
and repair data logging
equipment
UEGNSG704 Install
and commission data
logging equipment
UEGNSG707 Process
data logging
information
UEGNSG715 Use data
logging equipment
UEGNSG306 Control
gas processing, storage
or regasification
operations in an LNG
storage facility
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UEGNSG312 Inject gas
into underground
storage
UEGNSG315 Withdraw
gas from underground
storage
UEGNSG901 Apply
safety practices,
procedures, and
compliance standards
for handling hydrogen
gas

•

Consider coverage of
checking associated
pipework/system, e.g.
pipework, electrical
connection and other
system components.

UEGNSG902
Commission, operate
and maintain
electrolysers

•

Consider adding
functional checks of
safety systems

•

Some units’ performance
criteria, knowledge and
performance evidence
appear long

UEGNSG903 Fault find
and repair hydrogen
storage equipment
UEGNSG904 Inject
hydrogen gas into
distribution networks

•

Feedback was discussed with
the TAC, and the TAC agreed
to incorporate into the Units of
Competency

•

Feedback was discussed with
the TAC, the TAC revisited and
compressed the new units
where possible, however in
general the units’ length and
content are considered
appropriate for what they
intend to achieve

UEGNSG905 Monitor
and control hydrogen
in gas distribution
networks
UEGNSG906 Undertake
routine hydrogen
storage operations
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Attachment D: Mandatory Workplace Requirements in Training Products
Please set out in the table below training products which include a mandatory workplace
requirement (i.e. which must be completed in a workplace)
Code/title Description of the
Rationale for Inclusion
Requirement
(e.g. work
placement,
assessment
requirement)

Evidence of
employer
support

NA

NA

NA

NA
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Attachment E: No enrolment and low enrolment training products
No Enrolment:
Please set out in the table below those training products that have had no enrolments over the
past three years for which data is available
Units of Competency
Name of Unit/Unit Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

A separate process was
completed with the IRC at
the direction of the AISC
for deletion of
Qualifications with no
enrolments.

NA

NA

Qualifications
Name of Qualification/
Qualification Code

Proposed for retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

A separate process was
completed with the IRC at
the direction of the AISC
for deletion of
Qualifications with no
enrolments.

NA

NA

Low Enrolment:
Please set out in the table below those training products that have had low enrolments over the
past three years for which data is available1
Units of Competency
Name of Unit/Unit Code

Proposed for
retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

UEGNSG106 Coordinate repair of
pipeline, facilities and equipment

All these Units of
Competency are
proposed for retention

All these Units of
Competency still contain
skills and knowledge
required by industry,
currently proposed for
review in the Case for

UEGNSG108 Operate and monitor
pipeline control systems

Low enrolment training products are qualifications or units of competency that have had less than 42
enrolments in each of the past three years (this is the maximum no. of enrolments for the bottom 25% of
qualifications based on average enrolments over 2016 - 2018)
1
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UEGNSG109 Control field pipeline
operations
UEGNSG110 Supervise technical
operations for gas distribution or
transmission

Change for UEG Gas
Supply Industry Skills. The
Case for Change was
submitted in May 2021.

UEGNSG113 Manage a utilities industry
WHS management system
UEGNSG120 Manage gas system
environmental compliance
UEGNSG131 Compile a gas industry
technical report
UEGNSG135 Monitor and control gas
odourisation
UEGNSG137 Operate and maintain gas
station water bath heaters
UEGNSG138 Install and commission
stationary gas fuelled turbine engines
UEGNSG210 Supervise and monitor
contract staff for work on distribution
pipelines
UEGNSG226 Assist with the
construction, laying and connection of
gas distribution services to mains
UEGNSG227 Assist with the construction
and laying of gas distribution mains
UEGNSG310 Supervise and monitor
contract work
UEGNSG314 Liaise with third party and
the community to maintain pipeline
integrity and community safety
UEGNSG326 Coordinate and monitor
staff and contractors
UEGNSG330 Coat metallic pipelines
UEGNSG342 Maintain pipeline
easements
UEGNSG346 Launch and recover PIGs in
gas transmission pipelines
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UEGNSG350 First response to a gas
facility event
UEGNSG352 Check and report on gas
station conditions
UEGNSG353 Carry out aerial surveillance
of gas transmission pipelines
UEGNSG354 Control excavations in the
vicinity of gas transmission pipelines
UEGNSG355 Monitor and report on
cathodic protection systems
UEGNSG411 Maintain cathodic
protection systems
UEGNSG412 Install cathodic protection
systems
UEGNSG615 Fill LPG cylinders
UEGNSG616 Refurbish gas cylinders
UEGNSG617 Monitor and control the
transfer of bulk LPG
UEGNSG618 Process liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG)
UEGNSG619 Perform scheduled
maintenance on gas processing or
storage facilities and equipment
UEGNSG620 Organise the repair of faults
in LPG processing or storage facilities
and equipment
UEGNSG621 Control bulk storage of LPG
UEGNSG622 Assess the operational
capability of gas safety equipment on a
delivery vehicle
UEGNSG706 Test new residential and
small commercial gas installations
UEGNSG708 Pressure test residential
and small commercial gas installations
UEGNSG713 Investigate billing
exceptions-conditions
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UEGNSG804 Maintain single stage and
single run gas flow and pressure control
and measuring devices
UEGNSG805 Maintain multi-stage and
multi-run gas flow and pressure
measuring and regulating devices
UEGNSG806 Maintain SCADA controlled
flow and pressure equipment and
electronic gas measurement equipment
UEGNSG807 Install gas flow, measuring
and pressure regulating devices
UEGNSG811 Monitor and operate
complex flow control, measuring and
regulating devices for gas distribution
Qualifications
Name of Qualification/ Qualification
Code

Proposed for
retention/deletion

Rationale for Retention

UEG50120 Diploma of Gas Supply
Industry Operations

This qualification is
proposed for retention

This qualification involves
skills and knowledge
required by industry,
currently proposed for
review in the Case for
Change for UEG Gas
Supply Industry Skills. The
Case for Change was
submitted in May 2021.
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Attachment F: Quality assurance reports

Editorial Report
1. Cover page

Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

UEG Gas Training Package (Release 3.0)

Number of new qualifications and
their titles 1

There were no new qualifications presented.

Number of revised qualifications and
their titles

3 revised qualifications
UEG20121 Certificate II in Gas Supply Industry Operations
UEG30121 Certificate III in Gas Supply Industry Operations
UEG40221 Certificate IV in Gas Supply Industry Operations

Number of new units of competency
and their titles

14 new units
UEGNSG306 Control gas processing, storage or regasification
operations in a LNG storage facility
UEGNSG312 Inject gas into underground storage
UEGNSG315 Withdraw gas from underground storage
UEGNSG701 Disconnect and reconnect data logging equipment
UEGNSG703 Fault find and repair data logging equipment
UEGNSG704 Install and commission data logging equipment
UEGNSG707 Process data logging information
UEGNSG715 Use data logging equipment
UEGNSG901 Apply safety practices, procedures, and compliance
standards for handling hydrogen gas
UEGNSG902 Commission, operate and maintain electrolysers
UEGNSG903 Fault find and repair hydrogen storage equipment
UEGNSG904 Inject hydrogen gas into distribution networks
UEGNSG905 Monitor and control hydrogen in gas distribution
networks

1

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attachment.
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UEGNSG906 Undertake routine hydrogen storage operations
Number of revised units of
competency and their titles

21 revised units of competency.
UEGNSG102 Prepare safe design specifications of a gas system
UEGNSG103 Install and commission stationary gas fuelled
turbine engines
UEGNSG205 Commission or decommission gas distribution
pipelines
UEGNSG206 Construct and lay copper and stainless steel gas
distribution pipelines
UEGNSG208 Construct and lay large copper gas distribution
pipelines
UEGNSG209 Construct and lay polyethylene gas distribution
mains
UEGNSG211 Construct and lay steel gas distribution pipelines
UEGNSG214 Coordinate and conduct gas distribution pipeline
repair and modifications
UEGNSG215 Coordinate construction, laying and testing of gas
distribution pipelines
UEGNSG230 First on site response to gas pipeline emergencies
UEGNSG303 Carry out transmission pipeline construction work
activities
UEGNSG304 Commission or decommission gas transmission
pipelines
UEGNSG313 Monitor and operate flow control, pressure
measuring and regulating devices for gas transmission
UEGNSG307 Coordinate the operation of relevant plant and
equipment for transmission pipeline construction
UEGNSG309 Coordinate transmission pipeline construction
operations
UEGNSG316 Work in proximity of transmission pipeline
construction plant and equipment
UEGNSG317 First response to a gas facility event
UEGNSG509 Remotely monitor and operate gas transmission
flow and pressure measuring and regulating devices
UEGNSG702 Disconnect and reconnect small capacity gas
meters
UEGNSG709 Process meter reading information using
appropriate technology
UEGNSG710 Read and record meter readings
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Confirmation that the draft training
package components are publicationready

The draft training package components are publication ready.

Is the Editorial Report prepared by a
member of the Quality Assurance
Panel? If ‘yes’ please provide a name.

Yes

Date of completion of the report

10/5/21

Bernadette Delaney
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2. Content and structure
Units of competency
Editorial requirements
Standard 5:
•
The structure of units of competency complies with the unit of
competency template.

Comments
The units of competency comply with the template.
Mandatory fields are covered including application,
elements, performance criteria and unit mapping
information. In most units the optional field of Range of
Conditions is also completed as it contains operating
conditions of the work environment.
The style of the units of competency was compatible with
the UEG training package.

Standard 7:
•
The structure of assessment requirements complies with the
assessment requirements template.

The assessment requirements comply with the template.
Each one reviewed contained performance and knowledge
evidence as well as assessment conditions. Assessment
Conditions included information about assessment
processes and resources.

Qualifications
Editorial requirements

Comments by the editor

Standard 9:
•
The structure of the information
for qualifications complies with
the qualification template.

The structure of the qualifications complies with the template.

Standard 10:
•
Credit arrangements existing between Training Package qualifications and Higher Education
qualifications are listed in a format that complies with the
credit arrangements template.

The three revised qualifications presented
•
UEG20121 Certificate II in Gas Supply Industry Operations
•
UEG30121 Certificate III in Gas Supply Industry Operations
•
UEG40221 Certificate IV in Gas Supply Industry Operations
were impacted by changes in elective units relevant to Hydrogen Gas Technology, Data Loggers and Storage and
Reinjection of Gas areas.
Australian Industry Standards (AIS) provided details on
credit arrangements which stated that “at the time of
endorsement of this Training Package no national credit
arrangements exist.’
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Companion Volumes
Editorial requirements
Standard 11:
•
A quality assured companion
volume implementation guide is
available and complies with the
companion volume implementation guide template.

Comments by the editor
All required components for the Companion Volume
Implementation Guide (CVIG) comply with the template.
The requirements of the CVIG and the Training Package
Products Policy were compliant. This included Skill Set
pathways to qualifications.
The CVIG was clearly presented and supported by mapping in
the Appendices.

3.

Proofreading

Editorial requirements
•

•
•

o
o
o
o

Unit codes and titles and qualification codes and titles are accurately cross-referenced
throughout the training package
product(s) including mapping
information and packaging rules,
and in the companion volume
implementation guide.
Units of competency and their
content are presented in full.
The author of the Editorial Report is satisfied with the quality
of the training products, specifically with regard to:
absence of spelling, grammatical
and typing mistakes
consistency of language and formatting
logical structure and presentation of the document.
compliance with the required
templates

Comments by the editor
Yes. The qualification and unit codes and titles are
accurately cross-referenced throughout the training package
products including mapping information and packaging
rules, and in the companion volume implementation guide.

Units were presented in full.
Yes. The training product developers have been responsive
to editorial suggestions and comments. Editorial review has
checked that the training products:
do not have spelling, grammatical and typing mistakes
•
•
•

use consistent language and formatting
use a logical structure and presentation
comply with the required templates.
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Quality Report
Section 1 – Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

UEG Gas Training Package (Release 3.0)

Number of new qualifications
and their titles
Number of revised qualifications
and their titles

Number of new units of
competency and their titles

-

3 revised qualifications:
•
UEG20121 Certificate II in Gas Supply Industry Operations
•
UEG30121 Certificate III in Gas Supply Industry Operations
•
UEG40221 Certificate IV in Gas Supply Industry Operations
14 new units:
•
UEGNSG306 Control gas processing, storage or regasification operations in a LNG storage facility
•
UEGNSG312 Inject gas into underground storage
•
UEGNSG315 Withdraw gas from underground storage
•
UEGNSG701 Disconnect and reconnect data logging
equipment
•
UEGNSG703 Fault find and repair data logging equipment
•
UEGNSG704 Install and commission data logging equipment
•
UEGNSG707 Process data logging information
•
UEGNSG715 Use data logging equipment
•
UEGNSG901 Apply safety practices, procedures, and
compliance standards for handling hydrogen gas
•
UEGNSG902 Commission, operate and maintain electrolysers
•
UEGNSG903 Fault find and repair hydrogen storage
equipment
•
UEGNSG904 Inject hydrogen gas into distribution networks
•
UEGNSG905 Monitor and control hydrogen in gas distribution networks
•
UEGNSG906 Undertake routine hydrogen storage operations
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Information required
Number of revised units of
competency and their titles

Detail
21 revised units of competency:
•
UEGNSG102 Prepare safe design specifications of a gas
system
•
UEGNSG103 Install and commission stationary gas
fuelled turbine engines
•
UEGNSG205 Commission or decommission gas distribution pipelines
•
UEGNSG206 Construct and lay copper and stainless steel
gas distribution pipelines
•
UEGNSG208 Construct and lay large copper gas distribution pipelines
•
UEGNSG209 Construct and lay polyethylene gas distribution mains
•
UEGNSG211 Construct and lay steel gas distribution
pipelines
•
UEGNSG214 Coordinate and conduct gas distribution
pipeline repair and modifications
•
UEGNSG215 Coordinate construction, laying and testing
of gas distribution pipelines
•
UEGNSG230 First on site response to gas pipeline emergencies
•
UEGNSG303 Carry out transmission pipeline construction work activities
•
UEGNSG304 Commission or decommission gas transmission pipelines
•
UEGNSG313 Monitor and operate flow control, pressure
measuring and regulating devices for gas transmission
•
UEGNSG307 Coordinate the operation of relevant plant
and equipment for transmission pipeline construction
•
UEGNSG309 Coordinate transmission pipeline construction operations
•
UEGNSG316 Work in proximity of transmission pipeline
construction plant and equipment
•
UEGNSG317 First response to a gas facility event
•
UEGNSG509 Remotely monitor and operate gas transmission flow and pressure measuring and regulating devices
•
UEGNSG702 Disconnect and reconnect small capacity
gas meters
•
UEGNSG709 Process meter reading information using
appropriate technology
•
UEGNSG710 Read and record meter readings
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Information required

Detail

Confirmation that the panel
member is independent
of:
•
the Training Package or
Training Package components review (‘Yes’ or
‘No’)
•
development and/or validation activities associated with the Case for Endorsement
(‘Yes’ or ‘No’)
•
undertaking the Equity
and/or Editorial Reports
for the training package
products that are the subject of this quality report
(‘Yes’ or ‘No’)
Confirmation of the Training
Packages or components
thereof being compliant
with the Standards for
Training Packages 2012
Confirmation of the Training
Packages or components
thereof being compliant
with the Training Package
Products Policy
Confirmation of the Training
Packages or components
thereof being compliant
with the Training Package
Development and Endorsement Process Policy
Panel member’s view about
whether:
•
the evidence of consultation and validation process being fit for purpose
and commensurate with
the scope
•
estimated impact of the
proposed changes is sufficient and convincing

Yes, I am independent of:
•
UEG Training Package
•
The development and validation activities
•
The Equity and Editorial reports.

Name of panel member
completing Quality Report

Yes, the draft training package components are compliant with
the Standards for Training Packages 2012.

Yes, the draft training package components are compliant with
the Training Package Products Policy.

Yes, the draft training package components are compliant with
the Training Package Development and Endorsement
Process Policy.

Yes

Anna Henderson
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Information required

Detail
12 May 2021

Date of completion of the
updated Quality Report

Section 2 – Compliance with the Standards for Training Packages 2012
Standards for Training
Packages

Standard
Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
met ‘yes’ or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
‘no’
editorial reports)

Standard 1

Yes

Training Packages
consist of the following:
1.
•
•
•

•
2.

AISC endorsed
components:
qualifications
units of competency
assessment requirements (associated with each
unit of competency)
credit arrangements
One or more quality assured companion volumes

The UEG Training Package R3.0 submission consists of
the following endorsed components:
•

3 qualifications

•

35 units of competency

•

credit arrangements are discussed in the UEG
Training Package R3.0 Companion Volume Implementation Guide (CVIG).

•

a quality assured Companion Guide – UEG Training
Package R3.0 CVIG.
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Standards for Training
Packages
Standard 2
Training Package
developers comply with
the Training Package
Products Policy

Standard
Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
met ‘yes’ or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
‘no’
editorial reports)
Yes

The draft Training Package components comply with this
Standard:
•

Coding and titling –: the qualification and units of
competency comply with the coding and titling
policy.

•

Foundation Skills: the UEG Gas TP R:3.0 CVIG provides further explanation about foundation skills.
It distinguishes between Core skills (as those described in the Australian Core Skills Framework)
and Foundation skills (a term used by the Australian Government in a number of contexts including
vocational units to capture language, literacy and
numeracy skills and employment skills). UEG units
of competency incorporate a statement that
states: ‘Foundation skills essential to performance
are explicit in the performance criteria of this unit
of competency.’

•

Mapping - the UEG Training Package R3.0 CVIG
has a mapping attachment. This includes equivalence status of the endorsed components.

•

Qualification packaging rules –the rules for the
qualification in line with all UEG qualifications and
allow for packaging for a range of contexts.

•

Qualification – occupational/pathway advice –
occupation outcome advice for gas technicians is
included in the UEG Training Package R3.0 CVIG.

•

Equivalence - All of the reviewed units have been
deemed equivalent to their superseded versions.
The UEG Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and
the Gas Industry Reference Committee (IRC) is of
the opinion that the units are equivalent to their
superseded version in accordance with Section
2.5.2 of the Training Package Products Policy 1 because while there were some minor additions to
the performance/knowledge evidence and performance criteria in some units, it was to sharpen
what was already in the units and to correct performance criteria/assessment requirement cross
referencing.
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Standard 3
Training Package
developers comply with
the AISC Training
Package Development
and Endorsement
Process Policy

Yes

The Case for Endorsement (CfE) provides information
about work on the UEG Gas Training Package. The
training components have been developed to a high
standard and they are responsive to industry’s existing
and future skill needs.
As was the case with all Australian Industry Standards
(AIS) projects, at the start AIS opened expressions of
interest for those wanting to participate on the Technical
Advisory Committees (TACs). AIS approached:
•
•
•

enterprises and stakeholders identified through
forums, seminars and other various engagement
activities
members of the Gas IRC
nominees from Construction, Plumbing and Services industry.

Industry stakeholders from across all sectors of the Gas
Supply industry covering most states and territories
were represented in either the TAC or the IRC in relation
to these projects.

Throughout the development, AIS used the following
communications strategies to ensure relevant
stakeholders were consulted:
•

Phone, video/teleconference meetings and emails
to key gas industry stakeholders

•

IRC member communications to their relevant industry networks using various methods

•

Establishment of a Technical Advisory Committee
(TAC) from industry to validate the changes being
made to the training products

•

Emails to State and Territory Training Authorities
(STAs) and VET regulators

•

Email alerts on project progress to stakeholders
providing project information (398 registered subscribers to the UEG Gas Industry Training Package)

•

Formal feedback was received from 13 stakeholders for the three projects, representing enterprises, state government bodies, training organisations and State Training Authorities.

As part of the AIS communication strategy, all industry
feedback was considered and discussed with TAC
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Standards for Training
Packages

Standard
Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
met ‘yes’ or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
‘no’
editorial reports)
members and all decisions made at TAC meetings were
documented.
See CfE for detail.

Standard 4

Yes

The draft Units of Competency adequately specify
standards of performance required in the workplace.

Yes

The draft Units of Competency comply with the
template.

Units of competency
specify the standards of
performance required
in the workplace
Standard 5

Mandatory fields are covered including application,
elements, performance criteria and unit mapping
information. In most units the optional field of Range of
Conditions is also completed as it contains operating
conditions of the work environment.

The structure of units of
competency complies
with the unit of
competency template

The style of the units of competency is compatible with
the UEG Training Package.
Standard 6

Yes

Assessment
requirements specify
the evidence and
required conditions for
assessment
Standard 7
Every unit of
competency has
associated assessment
requirements. The
structure of assessment
requirements complies
with the assessment
requirements template

Yes

The draft Units of Competency specify the performance
evidence (including references to volume and
frequency), the assessment conditions and the
knowledge evidence to be demonstrated for assessment.
The assessment requirements cross-reference well to
the performance criteria requirements.
In all draft units of competency, the assessment
requirements comply with the template requirements.
Assessment conditions included information about
assessment processes and resources.
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Standards for Training
Packages

Standard
Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
met ‘yes’ or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
‘no’
editorial reports)

Standard 8

Yes

The draft qualifications comply with the AQF
specifications.

Yes

The structure of the draft qualifications complies with
the template and is consistent with other UEG
qualifications that use the weighting point system.

Yes

Credit arrangements are discussed in the UEG Training
Package R3.0 CVIG, denoting that currently there are no
credit transfer arrangements between qualifications in
this Training Package and higher education
qualifications.

Qualifications comply
with the Australian
Qualifications
Framework
specification for that
qualification type
Standard 9

The structure of the
information for the
Australian Qualifications
Framework qualification
complies with the
qualification template
Standard 10

Credit arrangements
existing between
Training Package
qualifications and
Higher Education
qualifications are listed
in a format that
complies with the credit
arrangements template
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Standards for Training
Packages

Standard
Evidence supporting the statement of compliance or
met ‘yes’ or noncompliance (including evidence from equity and
‘no’
editorial reports)

Standard 11

Yes

The CVIG complies with the companion volume
implementation guide template included in the 2012
Standards and has been quality assured in line with the
AIS editorial processes.

A quality assured
companion volume
implementation guide
produced by the
Training Package
developer is available at
the time of
endorsement and
complies with the
companion volume
implementation guide
template.

The CVIG includes advice about pathways, access and
equity (including reasonable adjustment for persons with
disabilities) and foundation skills in the Implementation
Information section as required by the template.

Standard 12
Yes
Training Package
developers produce
other quality assured
companion volumes to
meet the needs of their
stakeholders as
required.

The Training Package components in this submission are
accompanied by the UEG Training Package CVIG R3.0

The UEG Training Package R3.0 CVIG includes
information about industry pathways.
AIS has also produced companion resources for the
other industry sectors they cover.

Section 3 – Compliance with the training package quality principles
Note: not all training package quality principles might be applicable to every training package or its components. Please provide a supporting statement/evidence of compliance or non-compliance against each
principle.

Quality principle 1. Reflect identified workforce outcomes
Key features

Quality
principle is met:
Yes / No or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance/non
compliance with the quality principle
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Please see examples of evidence in the Training
Package Development and Endorsement Process
Policy

Driven by industry’s
needs

Yes

The key driver for this review of UEG Gas Training
Package products was to meet industry needs for
data logging, hydrogen gas technology and storage
and reinjection of gas.
Data Loggers
The Units of Competency for Data Loggers include
skills and knowledge for working with data logging
equipment as well metering units, incorporating
new technologies in remote operations and data
analysis. These Units of Competency may also be
used in contextualisation by the Water Industry for
its data capturing activities.
The new and revised Units of Competency will
enable broader learning, upskilling or reskilling for
those who are changing job roles within the Gas
industry or across industry sectors.
Hydrogen Gas Technology
One technology being considered to reduce
emissions is the inclusion of hydrogen in regular gas
supply. Hydrogen trials are already underway in
Australia to produce hydrogen using renewable
energy and inject it into the gas networks.
International and Australian trials of this emerging
technology have indicated significant success in
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
The existing Units of Competency for Hydrogen
have been reviewed and updated to allow use and
contextualisation for working with Hydrogen as well
as other gases. The review ensured coverage of
skills and knowledge for working in transmission
and distribution networks, including preparing a
safe design, coordination, construction, and
commissioning activities along the pipelines. The
new Units of Competency address the skills needed
for working safely with hydrogen, monitoring
hydrogen in the distribution networks, blended
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with other gases, routine and non-routine
operations of hydrogen storage and commissioning
and operating electrolysers.
The revised materials enable the workforce to be
trained using nationally recognised training
products and allows importation by other industry
sectors working with hydrogen energy.
Storage and Reinjection of Gas
Gas storage plays a crucial role in balancing supply
and demand in most gas consuming countries. Gas
is injected into storage during periods of low
demand and withdrawn from storage during
periods of peak demand. Gas storage has an
economic importance mainly during winter periods
or at times of high demand when gas price
increases.
The Units of Competency for Storage and
Reinjection of Gas have been developed for use
with natural gas and to allow contextualisation for
Carbon Capture Storage to help accelerate
Australia’s decarbonisation.

See CfE for more information.

Compliant and responds to
government policy
initiatives

Training package
component
responds to the COAG
Industry and Skills Council’s
(CISC) training packagerelated initiatives or
directions, in particular the
2015 training package
reforms. Please specify
which of the following CISC
reforms are relevant to the
training product and

Yes

Pathways and Access and Equity
The CVIG provides sufficient information on
pathways. Advice on access and equity is provided
in the Guide. This includes information on such
access and equity considerations as guidance on
reasonable adjustment and useful information on
identifying and supporting learners’ foundation
skills.

Training delivery/flexibility (supporting movement
from related occupations)
The qualification packaging rules allow for flexible
packaging of imported Units of Competency from
another training package or accredited course.
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identify supporting
evidence:
•

•

•

•

•

The assessment conditions allow for skills to be
demonstrated in the workplace or a simulated
environment.

ensure obsolete and
superfluous qualifications are removed
from the system

Improve efficiency of the training system
Existing training products have been amended to
ensure alignment with current gas industry
processes and procedures.

ensure that more
information about
industry’s expectations of training delivery is available to
training providers to
improve their delivery and to consumers to enable more
informed course
choices

AIS note that the draft training package products in
this submission have been
developed with due consideration given to the
need to reduce duplication and superfluous
components of the national training system. In line
with this principle, 17 existing units have been
deleted.

ensure that the
training system better supports individuals to move easily
from one related
occupation to another

Where available, relevant imported Units of
Competency from existing training
packages are listed in the qualifications’ elective
unit groups; and, as mentioned above, the
Packaging Rules allow for flexible packaging of nonlisted imported units of competency from another
training package or accredited course.

improve the efficiency of the training system by creating units that can be
owned and used by
multiple industry
sectors

Skill sets/units
Three new skill sets for Hydrogen Gas Technology
were developed. Obsolete Units of Competency
have been deleted.

foster greater
recognition of skill
sets

Reflect contemporary
work organisation and
job profiles
incorporating a future
orientation

Yes

The draft qualifications align with current and
future industry outcomes, particularly with regard
to new and emerging roles in the industry such as
the growth in demand for data logger usage within
the Australian Gas Supply industry; the aim to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions using emerging
technology; and carbon capture storage to help
accelerate Australia’s decarbonisation.
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Quality principle 2: Support portability of skills and competencies including reflecting licensing and regulatory requirements
Key features

Support movement
of skills within and
across
organisations and
sectors

Promote national
and international
portability

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A
Yes

Yes

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package
Development and Endorsement Process Policy

The UEG draft components in this submission support careers
and skill development in this field. Occupational outcome advice
is included in the UEG TP R3.0 CVIG.

AIS note that the portability of skills across industry was a
consideration:
•

•

the new Units of Competency for Hydrogen Gas technology can be used by the plumbing, manufacturing, electrotechnology industries and other industries wanting to
work with Hydrogen. The new Units of Competency for
Data Loggers can be used by the Water Industry
the new Units of Competency for Storage and Reinjection
of Gas can be used by the gas processing and manufacturing industry.

Three new skill sets for Hydrogen Gas Technology were
developed in consultation with subject matter experts and
industry. These skill sets provide pathways to gaining
qualifications and/or in addition to having achieved the
qualifications.
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Key features

Reflect regulatory
requirements and
licensing

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A
N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle
Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package
Development and Endorsement Process Policy

No licensing applies to the draft qualifications in this
submission. Units that may require a licence or registration to
practice in the workplace denote this requirement in the
Application.

Contact details for the main relevant state or territory
authorities that can assist in providing the most up to date
information for licensing and registration are listed in the UEG
R3.0 CVIG.

Quality principle 3: Reflect national agreement about the core transferable skills and core
job-specific skills required for job roles as identified by industry
Key features

Reflect national
consensus

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Yes

The overall development and consultation process for the UEG
Training Package R3.0 is discussed in the CfE.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package
Development and Endorsement Process Policy

The process allowed for engagement with industry and other
stakeholders throughout the life of the project to inform the
drafts prior to submission of the final product. The draft
training components reflect national consensus.

Recognise
convergence and
connectivity of skills

Yes

The draft components have been streamlined to rationalise
units, remove duplication, fix inconsistencies and align with job
roles. The components incorporate cross sector units of
competency which supports convergence and connectivity of
skills.
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Quality principle 4: Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs including the capacity to adapt to changing job roles and workplaces
Key features

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Meet the
diversity of
individual
and
employer
needs

Yes

UEG Gas qualifications do not contain entry requirements and each
qualification contains a broad range of skills and knowledge, both
native and imported Units of Competency. This enhances diversity for
individuals undertaking training and for employers.

Support
equitable
access and
progression
of learners

Yes

The CVIG provides advice on access and equity considerations including
reasonable adjustment for learners with disabilities.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development
and Endorsement Process Policy

The qualifications support equitable access and progression of learners
and the skill sets provide opportunities for access and progression.

Quality principle 5: Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement between the school, vocational education and higher education sectors
Key features

Support
learner
transition
between
education
sectors

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Yes

UEG Gas daft qualifications do not contain entry requirements. This
enables individuals from different industry sub-sectors to gain the
qualifications and move to different roles within the industry and from
education to vocational training.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package Development
and Endorsement Process Policy
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Quality principle 6: Support interpretation by training providers and others through the
use of simple, concise language and clear articulation of assessment requirements
Key features

Quality
principle
is met:
Yes / No
or N/A

Evidence demonstrating compliance with the quality principle

Support
implementation
across a range
of settings

Yes

The draft UEG Units of Competency and skill sets support
implementation of training in the industry.

Support sound
assessment
practice

Yes

The UEG Training Package, R3.0 supports sound assessment practice
in line with industry requirements.

Support
implementation

Yes

As discussed, the draft components in this submission address
industry requirements, which supports implementation in a range of
contexts.

Please see examples of evidence in the Training Package
Development and Endorsement Process Policy

The assessment requirements of the units submitted allows for
assessment to occur in a range of different contexts.
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Equity Report UEG Gas Industry Training Package (Release 3)
Section 1 – Cover page
Information required

Detail

Training Package title and code

UEG Gas Industry Training Package – Release 3

Number of new qualifications and their
titles 1

Nil

Number of revised qualifications and
their titles

3 revised UEG qualifications
(Revised qualifications are listed on page 5)

Number of new units of competency
and their titles

14 New UEG units
(units of competency are listed on page 5)

Number of revised units of competency
and their titles

21 revised UEG units
(units of competency are listed on page 5)

Confirmation that the draft training
package components meet the
requirements in Section 2 Equity
checklist of draft training package
components

The new and revised UEG qualifications and associated units of
competency meet the requirements as outlined in Section
Two: Equity checklist of draft training package components.

Is the Equity Report prepared by a
member of the Quality Assurance Panel?
If ‘yes’ please provide the name.

No2 (page 6)

Date of completion of the report

23 April 2021

When the number of training products is high the titles can be presented as an attached list.
Person that is not a member of the Training Package Quality Assurance Panel is required to provide to the SSO information
demonstrating experience in analysis of equity issues in the training or educational context; demonstrated understanding of
vocational education and training; and details of relevant qualifications and/or professional memberships.
1
2
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Section 2 – Equity checklist of draft training package components
Equity reviewer comments

Equity requirements

Provide brief commentary on whether the draft endorsed
components meet each of the equity requirements
The training package component(s)
comply with Standard 2 of the
Standards for Training Packages 2012.
The standard requires compliance
with the Training Package Products
Policy, specifically with the access and
equity requirements:
•

•

It is the view of the Equity Reviewer, the Training Package
developer complied with the Standard 2 of the Standards for
Training Packages 2012 and Training Package Products
Policy.

Training Package developers
must meet their obligations under Commonwealth anti-discrimination legislation and associated standards and regulations.
Training Package developers
must ensure that Training Packages are flexible and that they
provide guidance and recommendations to enable reasonable adjustments in implementation.

Section 3 - Training Package Quality Principles
Quality Principle 4
Be flexible to meet the diversity of individual and employer needs, including the capacity to adapt to
changing job roles and workplaces.
Key features
Do the units of competency meet the diversity of individual and employer needs and support equitable
access and progression of learners?
What evidence demonstrates that the units of competency and their associated assessment requirements
are clearly written and have consistent breadth and depth so that they support implementation across a
range of settings?
Are there other examples that demonstrate how the key features of flexibility are being achieved?
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Equity requirements

Equity reviewer comments

1. What evidence demonstrates that the
draft components provide flexible qualifications/units of competency that enable application in
different contexts?’

The UEG qualifications are structured to reflect the current
and future needs of the gas and hydrogen sectors. The UEG
qualifications use a core, group and elective model.

2. Is there evidence of multiple entry
and exit points?

The units of competency and qualifications offer a variety of
multiple entry and exit points.

3. Have prerequisite units of competency been minimised where
possible?

There are two units, UEGNSG313 and UEGNSG509 using
prerequisite units. Otherwise, the use of prerequisites has
been minimised to support the equitable access and
progression of learners.

4. Are there other examples of evidence that demonstrate how
the key features of the flexibility principle are being
achieved?

In this reviewer’s opinion, UEG qualifications have been
based on a structure in relation to the industry occupational
outcome requirements. These qualifications do include a
range of elective units.

The inclusion of units of competency imported from other
Training Packages provides greater flexibility of choice and
provides skills that are transferable across a range of
industry sectors.

Quality Principle 5
Facilitate recognition of an individual’s skills and knowledge and support movement between the school,
vocational education and higher education sectors.
Key features
Support learner transition between education sectors.
Equity requirements

Equity reviewer comments

1. What evidence demonstrates pathways from entry and preparatory
level as appropriate to facilitate
movement between schools and
VET, from entry level into work,
and between VET and higher education qualifications?

The Pathways advice chart in the Companion Volume
Implementation Guide indicates both vertical and
horizontal pathways into, between and from the various
AQF qualification levels.

Learner transition between education sectors is facilitated
via VET qualifications.

Quality Principle 6
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Support interpretation by training providers and others through the use of simple, concise language and
clear articulation of assessment requirements.
Key features
Support implementation across a range of settings and support sound assessment practices.
Equity requirements
1. Does the Companion Volume Implementation Guide include advice
about:
•
Pathways
•
Access and equity
•
Foundation skills?
(see Training Package Standard 11)

2. Are the foundation skills explicit and
recognisable within the training
package and do they reflect and
not exceed the foundation skills
required in the workplace?

Equity reviewer comments
The reviewer has cited the Companion Volume
Implementation Guide (CVIG) and it includes advice about:
•
Pathways
•
Access and equity
•
Foundation skills
Simple, concise language and clear articulation of
assessment requirements is in evidence. Assessment
processes across a range of settings and the support of
sound assessment practices is in evidence.
During review of units of competency performance criteria,
foundation skills essential to performance, were explicit in
units sampled.

UEG Qualifications

Revised UEG qualifications
UEG20121 Certificate II in Gas Supply Industry Operations
UEG30121 Certificate III in Gas Supply Industry Operations
UEG40221 Certificate IV in Gas Supply Industry Operations
UEG Units of Competency

New UEG unit
UEGNSG312 Inject gas into underground storage
UEGNSG315 Withdraw gas from underground storage
UEGNSG701 Disconnect and reconnect data logging equipment
UEGNSG703 Fault find and repair data logging equipment
UEGNSG704 Install and commission data logging equipment
UEGNSG707 Process data logging information
UEGNSG709 Process meter reading information using appropriate technology
UEGNSG715 Use data logging equipment
UEGNSG901 Apply safety practices, procedures, and compliance standards for handling hydrogen gas
UEGNSG902 Commission, operate and maintain electrolysers
UEGNSG903 Fault find and repair hydrogen storage equipment
UEGNSG904 Inject hydrogen gas into distribution networks
UEGNSG905 Monitor and control hydrogen in gas distribution networks
UEGNSG906 Undertake routine hydrogen storage operations

Revised UEG unit
UEGNSG102 Prepare safe design specifications of a gas system
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UEG Units of Competency
UEGNSG103 Install and commission stationary gas fuelled turbine engines
UEGNSG205 Commission or decommission gas distribution pipelines
UEGNSG206 Construct and lay copper and stainless steel gas distribution pipelines
UEGNSG208 Construct and lay large copper gas distribution pipelines
UEGNSG209 Construct and lay polyethylene gas distribution mains
UEGNSG211 Construct and lay steel gas distribution pipelines
UEGNSG214 Coordinate and conduct gas distribution pipeline repair and modifications
UEGNSG215 Coordinate construction, laying and testing of gas distribution pipelines
UEGNSG230 First on site response to gas pipeline emergencies
UEGNSG303 Carry out transmission pipeline construction work activities
UEGNSG304 Commission or decommission gas transmission pipelines
UEGNSG306 Control gas processing, storage or regasification operations in an LNG storage facility
UEGNSG307 Coordinate the operation of relevant plant and equipment for transmission pipeline construction
UEGNSG309 Coordinate transmission pipeline construction operations
UEGNSG313 Monitor and operate flow control, pressure measuring and regulating devices for gas transmission
UEGNSG316 Work in proximity of transmission pipeline construction plant and equipment
UEGNSG317 First response to a gas facility event
UEGNSG509 Remotely monitor and operate gas transmission flow and pressure measuring and regulating
devices
UEGNSG702 Disconnect and reconnect small capacity gas meters
UEGNSG710 Read and record meter readings
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UEG Gas Industry Training Package (Release 3) Equity Report prepared by:
Ron Horne, MEdu
Industry Skills Manager, Australian Industry Standards (AIS)
I am not a member of the current Training Package Quality Assurance Panel.
I have extensive business, transport and logistics industry, course design and Training Package
experience in development, consultation and validation processes and in working with industry on equity
issues.
I have been actively involved in the evaluation of Training Packages, including confirming that contents
comply with access and equity policy.

Demonstrated experience in management of the following programmes:
•
WELL
•
NWDF and State funding to address access and equity
•
Compliance - inclusive of addressing access and equity for learners and resolving complaints related to
these issues
•
Worker/learner assistance related to employment – this including assessing assistance required
Demonstrated experience in analysis of equity issues in the training or educational context
•
Post graduate studies on VET sector policy and implementation
Demonstrated understanding of vocational education and training
•
Worked in this sector in a variety of positions
•
Current role with TLISC/AIS since January 2014
Demonstrated commitment by the person to ongoing professional development
•
Participation in ongoing Commonwealth Departmental forums
•
Upgrading qualifications - Post graduate studies
•
Completion of courses and professional development programmes related to VET
Details of relevant qualifications
•
Masters of Education
•
Bachelor of Business (Transport Studies)
•
Advanced Diploma of Logistics Management
•
Diploma of Management
•
Diploma of Quality Auditing
•
Diploma of Training Design and Development
•
Diploma of Vocational Education and Training
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Attachment G: Letters of support
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